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Introduction 

The personal chronology of events that follow are divided into five-year slices 

covering the period from 2020 to 2049. The global background to this period is 

provided in the Book Series Segmented World Model.  

Cross references to the Book 1 are shown in green. Additional events from 

Books 2 and 3 will be added over time.  

Francis Nash 
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2020 to 2024 
 
Events from the Segmented World Book Series 
 

2020 
• Lianne: Finkelstein’s invite the O’Grady’s to a New Year party in their 

house in Burlington. Ostensibly for Nick (28) and Eloise (27) to meet 
their respective parents. Nick is entranced by Lianne (21) as she remains 
cool and collected with fire alarms going off all around her.  

• World Event: Start of the Covid 19 global pandemic (1Q). 

• Allied Answers in 2Q, creates new business stream structure 

(Departments) made up of: Communication (for the development of AA-
Com and teleplant technology), AI, Livings (private retreats for the 
wealthy) and Health (including a Longevity Division)  

• Methuen (3Q) awarded his PhD at Stanford but ceremony unable to 

take place due to Covid. 

• Methuen and Elizabeth move to Princeton where he takes up an 

assistant professorship in Alternative Energy Engineering 

• USA Politics: Biden Elected 

• Elizabeth views the boulder after the storm and decides to take exams 

to qualify as a GP in the US. Book 1 (AA-Com File: Going Around) 

• Nick invites Lianne to the family’s beach house in Nantucket in 4Q.  

 

2021  
• World Event: Covid 19 global pandemic continues. 

• Elizabeth’s mother marries senior Democrat, Oswald Battersby III 

• Allied Answers: AA-Com 1 (new software) released using hired 

satellite array and third party, mobile devices.  

• Lianne graduates from Columbia in English; begins a post graduate 

course in Creative Writing. 

• Elizabeth graduates (US GP qualification) and establishes the first 

charity clinic that will become the NCC (National Charity Clinic). 

• USA Politics: Sam Harding secretly gathering support for a new 

Republican Party to challenge Trump. 

• Nick successfully takes Allied Answers to the Market (IPO) 



 

 
2022  

• World Event: Covid—19 global pandemic continues. 
• Lianne studying Creative Writing at Columbia 

• Lianne meets a publisher and begins an affair with her, while still dating 

Nick on and off.  

• Nick meets Sam Harding and gives private support to Unity Party. 

• Nick: (4Q) Book 1 (AA-Com File: Covid Consequences): Nick urged by 

Consilience Foundation to review its global strategy. 

• Nick instructs his VP Strategy to provide an assessment of the 

Segmented World who creates an in-house version called The Adjusted 
World 

 

2023 
• Elizabeth awarded (2/23) Book 1 (AA-Com File: Going Around): THE 

GOOD SAMARITAN 2022. AWARDED TO DR ELIZABETH PRYCE FOR THE CREATION OF 

THE NATIONAL COMMUNITY CLINIC 

• Lianne studying Creative Writing at Columbia 

• Elizabeth (1Q): Book 1: (AA—Com File: Going Around) stopped by 

police on US 1, Philadelphia, USA  

• Unity Party: Sam Harding announces the creation of the Unity Party 

from disaffected Republicans. Nick does not campaign but provides 

limited financial support. 

• Methuen: Book 1 (AA-Com File: Preparing to Present): Princeton 

Board inform Methuen (01/06/23) that under the centralisation of 
‘green’ funding, his work will be moved from Princeton and merged with 
others.  

• Consilience Foundation and the Clapping Lady: Book 1 (AA-Com 

File: Preparing to Present) states to Nick   01/06/23: (time to build 

awareness; she suggests he collaborates with Nick O’Grady 

• Methuen meets Nick (08/06/23) in his New York HQ. Book 1 (AA-Com 

File: Preparing to Present) 

• Allied Answers (09/06/23) offer a grant to Princeton, to underwrite 

Methuen’s project for, ‘at least the next ten years’. Book 1 (AA-Com 
File: Preparing to Present) 



• Nick (31) and Lianne (26) 08/07/23 entertain Methuen and Elizabeth. 

Book 1: (AA-Com File: Preparing to Present) 

• Methuen goes on a West Coast Lecture tour (9/23) arranged by Allied 
Answers.  

• Nick and Elizabeth have a brief affair.  

• Methuen returns to Princeton in November.  

 

 
2024  

• USA Politics: Democrats (Biden-Harris) comfortably re-elected. 

• USA Politics: Republican vote split by Unity Party – providing an 

alternative Republican candidate to the Trumplicans. 

• Unity Party under Sam Harding wins seats in Congress; Harding retains 

his Senate seat as does McFall. 
• Lianne (25) completes course at Columbia and signs a publishing deal. 

• Allied Answers: Allied Clipper is launched. 

• Lianne and Nick offer are engaged. 

• Nick describes to Methuen the new AA-Com concept. 

• Nick visits Methuen (23/10/24) and discusses Grand Tour to present 

The Adjusted World. Book 1 (AA-Com File: Meeting at Study House). 

• Nick on return journey to New York reads the latest draft of the 

Segmented World and recognises he needs a contingency plan for 
dealing with it.  

• Other Pryce children: Jack is born,11/11/24. 

 

  



2025 to 2029 
 
Events from the Segmented World Book Series 
 

2025  
• USA Politics: Biden second term begins, transferring significant powers 

to VP Harris. Party under strong pressure to from progressive members 
to redistribute wealth. Republican vote split between New Republican 

Party (ex-Trumplicans) and centre right Unity Party led by Sam 

Harding. 

• Nick and Methuen on Global Tour to promote Adjusted World 

(February to October) 

• Nick and Methuen pictured on the Great Wall of China during global 

tour. 

• Lianne on promotion tour for her 1st Book - ‘well-plotted, psychological 

thriller’. In Los Angeles (10/25) she sees Nick and Methuen being 

grilled by the Foreign Affairs Committee.  

• Allied Answers: AA-Com II released; bundle package with adapted cell 

phone; contract with satellite provider and upgraded encrypted 
software. Begins to be described as the ‘safe-internet.’ 

• Methuen: On visit to UK, Methuen is invited to apply for a new 

professorship at Southampton University. 

• Methuen and Elizabeth privately decide to leave US, citing their wish 

to raise their growing family in the UK as well as their increasing concern 

over the divisions in the USA. 
 

 

2026 
• Other Pryce children: Martin is born, 18/01/26. 

• Nick announces his support for the new Unity Party (3/26) but takes no 

role of office. (AA—Com File: A Day at the Office) 

• Methuen resigns his position at Princeton (leaving at the end of the 

summer term) and announces he has taken a new post as Professor of 
Sustainable Living at Southampton University beginning in September.  

• Methuen and Elizabeth find Soft Rush, rundown estate in Hampshire 

UK and move in early summer. AA-II installed in Soft Rush. 



• Nick (34) marries Lianne (27) in late Autumn. Methuen and 

Elizabeth fly to Vermont for the wedding.  

• Nick presents Lianne with Phillips Cay as a wedding present. Lianne 

observes Nick dancing closely with Elizabeth at the wedding reception 

in Nantucket and believes they are having an affair. Book 1 (AA-Com 
File: Sailing South (contd.)  

• Methuen: The Segmented World – and how to live in it, is published in 

December ’26 with a book launch in London. 

• Nick attends the book launch - without Lianne. Afterwards he gives 

Methuen a beta version of AA-Com III that splits the functions of the 
‘smart phone’ split between earpiece for calls and ‘cube’ for computer 
(smart) functions as well as independent ‘mast communication 

capabilities’ to satellites and offers Methuen financial support for his 

idea of establishing an example of a sustainable community on the 
rundown estate of Soft Rush.  

• Nick secretly initiates a new project to build a dedicated dirigible 

network array for AA-Com. 

• Unity Party: Strong performance in Senate elections gaining seats in 

several states along the Eastern Seaboard, taking seats equally from 
Republican and Democrat Party. 

 

2027 
• Methuen’s media career in UK begins. 

• Elizabeth joins a practice in Bentham (local town for Soft Rush). 

• Phillips Cay: As part of expanding sites for dirigible locations, an AA 

Associate comes across old mine workings on Main Island. Nick 
confronts his Father who explains the background and the true 
importance of Main Island. 

 
2028 

• Phillips Cay characters: Nick hires Wallace Adams (ex-Banker and 

‘lover-of-the-sea’) to be GM of the Portland Yard. 

• USA Politics: New Republican Party narrowly wins the Presidential 

election. Harding takes 20% of the Presidential vote. 

• Unity Party consolidate their position as an alternative for traditional 

Republican and Democrat votes in Senate and Congress elections. Hold 
the balance of power in both Houses. 



 

2029 
• USA Politics: Right wing New Republican Party Leader Red Crux 

(former Trumplican supporter) becomes 48th President of the USA.  

• Nick becomes a member of Unity Party and is given the task of 

reorganising the Party.  

• Bliss is born, 25/7/29. 

• Lianne flies to UK for Bliss’s christening. Visits Soft Rush. 

• Methuen’s media fiasco Book 1 (AA-Com File: ‘…something nagging 

away’)  

• SWVRP: Methuen retreats to his shed in the woods of Soft Rush and 

starts working on the SWVRP. 

• Elizabeth starts up the NCC in UK 25/11/29, with widespread Union 

opposition. 

• Nick persuades Lianne to swap Phillips Cay for an emerald necklace. 

• Phillips Cay. Ownership is transferred to an offshore Allied Answers 

company without Board notification. 

• Allied Answers: AA-Com III released. AA-III delivered to Soft Rush. 

• Consilience Foundation and Clapping Lady: Consilience 

Foundation fund the construction of a virtual laboratory at Soft Rush, 
including connecting cable to AA-III. 

• Nick allows Portland Yard to be used as an operational base and storage 

location for Unity Party. 
• Nick concerned over the profitability of Allied Livings (Private Retreat 

construction) 
 

 
 
 
 



2030 to 2034 
 

Events from the Segmented World Book Series 
 
 

2030 
• Nick announces he intends to build a hospitality centre for Allied 

Answers on Phillips Cay, which will include a limited number of 

paying guests who may use the location as a private retreat. 

• Methuen: New edition of Segmented World released. Becomes the 

manifesto of the global sustainability (‘No-Growth’) movement. 

• Nick: On a business trip to Shanghai Nick identifies a generic business 

opportunity — building large scale accommodation units in eustatic 
zones. 

 

2031 
• Phillips Cay: Wallace Adams moves to Phillips Cay. Construction 

begins. 

• Nick invites Methuen to Princeton Lectures. They stay at the ‘old Essex 

House’ in Central Park and (referring to his Plan B thoughts in 2024) 
mentions he has read the new book and wants to create a large-scale 
neutral zone.  

• SWVRP: During his visit to the US, Methuen describes the SWVRP 

project to Nick. 

• Allied Answers: Nick reorganises Allied Livings into three divisions 

known colloquially as ‘Under’, ‘Over’ and ‘Inside’ to identify solutions for 
large scale accommodation in flooded (eustatic) zones.  

 

2032 
• USA Politics: New Republican Party, Red Crux narrowly re-elected as 

President, after run-off with Harding. 

• SWVRP: Methuen sends pilot version of the SWVRP to Nick. 
• Israeli destruction of the nuclear processing plant at Isfahan 

(page 48, Book 2, Book 1 page 206) 

 



 

2033  
• USA Politics: New Republican Red Crux second term — but no majority 

in House or Senate.  

• Unity Party continue to hold balance of power, but reformed, 

Democrat party increase their seats. 

• Allied Answers: Long-awaited release of AA-IV coupled with two other 

announcements. 
▪ Allied Comms announces an independent dirigible network 

– starting with a 1000, locally supported, sites.  
▪ Dirigible Network only accessible through AA-Com IV and 

new ear, AA Plant. 

• Lianne reluctantly agrees to wear the new, Allied Answers earpiece 

teleplant. 

• Phillips Cay: Conversion work completed. Resort opens. Nick’s 

inspection trips to Phillips ends (B2 page 23) 

• SWVRP: Nick signs an agreement with Methuen to commercially 

develop the program. 

• Allied Answers: Nick re-focuses the Allied AI group from android to IA 

(Intelligent Assistant) devices. 

• Methuen is appointed special adviser to the AI Board responsible for 

overseeing all SWVRP research and development.   

 

2034 
• Phillips Cay: Nick travels to Phillips Cay shows Wallace the secret of 

Main Island.  

• Allied Answers: Dirigible control centre re-located from Nebraska to 

Pico, Azores 
 

  



2035 to 2039 
 

Events from the Segmented World Book Series 
 
2035 

• Allied Answers sign a Joint Venture Agreement with and Chinese 

companies to carry out Initial Design for three large, floating 
accommodation units in Beijing Bay, each housing 100,000 people.  

• Phillips Cay: A dirigible is installed at the south end of Phillips Cay, 

connecting it to the Dirigible Network.  

• Allied Answers: 5000 dirigible sites created.  

• USA Politics: Sam Harding Dies (75) unexpectedly. Harding's son (Tom) 

(29) takes over as leader of the Unity Party.  
• Project 2150: Nick sets up a secret, special research group, outside 

Lincoln (‘Office-in-the-Muskeg’) to develop a plan that would allow 

Allied Answers to survive in a Fully Segmented World. Book 1 (AA-

Com Dump File: Sharing a Secret) 

• Allied Answers: Nick sets up a second secret, special research group 

at the ‘Office-in-the-Muskeg’) to investigate AGI (Artificial General 

Intelligence) (Katharina) Book 1 (AA-Com Dump File: A Third Voice) 

 

2036  
• Nick’s Father dies (92) 

• USA Politics: Erik Gonzalez of the New Democrat Party, campaigning 

on the need for constitutional reform to create a united country, wins 
the presidential election and secures the majority of seats in the Senate. 

• Unity Party under Tom Harding lose seats but still do not increase their 

seats in either House but still hold the balance of power in Congress. 

• Allied Answers: AA-Com V released as part of ‘bundle package’ 

composed of the latest earpiece AA-Plant, AA-COM V cube and 

subscription to SWVRP. Fast, reliable, private and highly cost 

competitive. 

• Segmented World (Political): AA-V excluded from China and Russia 

(Segmented Platforms).  



• Allied Answers: 10,000 dirigibles now in place - coverage complete on 

three continents. 

• Allied Answers: End year, Allied declines to exercise their option to 

enter the next phase of the Beijing Bay Project.  
 

2037 
• Allied Answers: The Office-in-the-Muskeg AI team creates AGIM 

(Artificial General Intelligence Module) (Katharina) Book 1 (AA-COM 

file: A Meeting in the Muskeg). 

• USA Politics: Erik Gonzalez (60), (the 1st US President with Hispanic 

roots, begins his four-year term and holds secret discussions with Tom 
Harding (31) over forming a new Coalition Party. 

• Unity Party: Harding fails to take the Party with him and is replaced by 

Ron McFall (57). 

• Nick (45) supports McFall (Spring), having not been consulted by 

Harding over the merger talks with Gonzalez. 

• USA Politics: Harding joins the new Coalition Party; McFall takes 

over as leader of the Unity Party. 
• Lianne meets McFall for the first time face-to-face.   

• Segmented World (Economic): Pension funds suffer significant fall 

in income due to growing worldwide stagflation. (Teachers’ pension 
fund reduced by 2/3 in UK). 

• Segmented World (Political): Widespread conflict breaks along the 

Gulf (Middle East Conflict Zone). 
 

2038  
• Allied Answers: Hub Tool Box created by AI Special Projects Group to 

locate the prototype AGI modules (Katharina) and specialist IA 

(Intelligent Assistants) 

 

2039  
• Phillips Cay: Allied Board approve development of Phillips Cay as a 

self-sufficient community.  

• Project 2150: Nick (47) decides not to explain the full context of 

Phillips Cay (P2150) to the Allied Board. 

• Allied Answers: Download of global libraries into the Lincoln HTB 

begins. 



• Segmented World (Political): With increasing fragmentation of the 

EU, senior member states present a new constitution with 
comprehensive fiscal, social and political integration between member 
states and a new, tiered voting system. The European Confederation 
(EUCON) is approved by the majority of member states. UK is invited to 
join but declines. 

• Segmented World (Political): NATO replaced by EMA - European 

Military Alliance. UK becomes a contributing member. 
 

  



2040 to 2044 
 

Events from the Book Segmented World Series 
 

2040 
• USA Politics: Gonzalez (Coalition Party) is re-elected President and 

names Harding as his VP and successor for the ’44 election. 

• Unity Party: McFall gains very few votes in the Presidential election. 

Unity party loses seats in Senate and balance of power control in 
Congress. 

• Allied Answers: Nick initiates a wide-ranging reorganisation of Allied 

Answers, following the Board’s approval of the Phillips Cay project and 

his receipt of the secret P2150 report. 

Livings Department 

• takeover Platform technology development for 

Phillips Cay Island Concept Division.  

• Harmony Division begin to create the Phillips Cay 

Community Plan. 
Comms Department 

• expansion of global dirigible network  

• research on dedicated dirigible communicators using 
optical transmission. 

• launch of a new teleplant technology (exo-cortex) 
AI Department 

• AI development to assist Phillips Cay Project — 

specialised IA devices. 

• SWVRP 
Special Project Groups (Muskeg Office) 

• Construction design for P2150 (The Hub 

Commonwealth)  

• Development of AGIM (Katharina) and HTB  

 

• Bliss goes to Public School (same as her brothers). 

• Lianne expresses her displeasure over Nick’s association with McFall. 
She stops writing and begins drinking.  



 

2041 
• USA Politics: Gonzalez second term begins. 

• Unity Party: McFall undertakes a root and branch reform of the Unity 

Party. 

• Unity Party: Nick appointed Chief Spokesperson for Unity Party  

• Allied Answers: AA-Com VI released improved security and 

bandwidth.  

• Methuen distributes free copies of the SWVRP (Version 6) to the 

residents of Sandy Hollow, Hampshire. 

• Allied Answers: 40,000 dirigibles now give widespread global 

coverage – but limited installation in Russia and China. 

• Nick’s Mother dies (87). 

• Phillips Cay conversion begins. 

 

2042 
• Unity Party: McFall announces Nick as his running mate in the ’44 

Presidential election. 

• Bliss leaves Public School and begins at local Art College. 

• Bliss (13) goes to stay with Nick and Lianne for the summer, in New 

York. 

 

2043 
• Unity Party Spring Conference. Nick sits next to McFall at the top 

table.  
• McFall has appointed himself as Chairmen and Party Leader of the 

Unity Party. 
• Nick questions a McFall manager over the use of the Unity Party of 

the secure Portland warehousing but is given assurances it is election 
related. 

• Lianne warns Nick that he is ‘. . . too popular with the grassroots’ 

which will ultimately upset McFall. 
• Allied Answers: Nick signs up Bradley as Chief Technical Officer for 

Livings. 

• Nick has the new exo-cortex teleplant fitted. 

 



2044   
• Phillips Cay: Opening of the new Phillips Cay Resort (May) 

• Phillips Cay: Bradley meets Belinda at the Opening. 

• Consilience Foundation and the Clapping Lady:  Nick (52) meets 

Clapping Lady (64) in the summer who gives Consilience Foundations 

support for Project 2150. 

• USA Politics: Harding elected President of Coalition Party. 

• Unity Party loses more seats in House and Senate. 

• Bliss holidays in New York with Nick and Lianne. 

 

  



2045 to 2049 
 

Events from the Book Segmented World Series: 
 

• Bliss: Ramon makes contact with The Coven and befriends Bliss. 

• USA Politics: Harding first term begins, as leader of the new Coalition 

Party. 

• Allied Answers: Allied Answers Board approves P2150, 1Q. 

• World Politics: Upsurge in fighting in the Middle East Conflict Zone 

between US and EUCON forces and the military alliance of Russian 
Federation forces and several Shia-states. 

• Bliss’s first immersion in the SWVRP, 2Q Book 1: (AA-Com File: 

Virtually Real)  

• Allied Answers: At meeting in Lincoln (2Q) AA Executives (including 

Methuen) hear about the sale of 50% of SWVRP and, for the first time 

a new project to create a self-sufficient community: The Phillips Cay 

Project. 

• Other Pryce children: Jack graduates. 

• Bliss’s NY holiday restricted to a week in September. 

• Methuen resigns from University post (as of end 1Q 2046) to take up a 

full-time position with the Allied Livings Executive team responsible for 

the delivery of the Phillips Cay Project 

• Phillips Cay: Belinda and Bradley marry 

• Allied Answers: ALL-Com VII released together with new exo-cortex 

teleplant. The most widely sold version to date.  

• Methuen’s step-father Karl Heinrich dies 

• Allied Answers: Allied Comms moves all research from Lincoln to Pico. 

Only Allied Ai and Muskeg Office work remain in Lincoln. 

• Lianne: Through her Father, Lianne meets Harvey Seingold (3Q) to learn 

about the illegal funding of the Unity Party by General Abrasives 

Corporation. 

• Allied Answers: Allied announces major Organisational changes in 4Q.  

 
Livings Department takeover: 



• takeover a) all aspects of Hub build for P2150 moved to 

Island Concept Division based in Faial and Pico; b) 
Phillips Community Plan 

AI Department takeover: 

• take over a) the Embodier Programme - giving the virtual 

self in SWVRP a memory; b) development of specialist 

AI bots and software for P2150. 

Comms Department takeover: 

• delivery of the next generation AA-Com (AVIII) 

• Hub Network with HTB (with Hub Dirigible’s such as the 

dirigible over PC) for P2150 

• begin creating Mind Map for commercial sale to read 
and communicate thoughts. 

Muskeg Office  

• exclusively focuses on the developing of AGIM 

(Katharina) 
 

• USA Politics: White House garden party debacle at which McFall, 

accompanied by the leadership of the right-wing Republican Party 

(former Trumplicans), announces the renaming of the Unity Party to 

the Restoration Party and the rejection of the Coalition Party’s 

constitutional talks.  

• Nick and Lianne: Nick and Lianne go to beach house in Nantucket 

where Lianne reveals the extent of corruption and illegal funding by 

General Abrasives, of the Unity Party under McFall. 
• Nick discovers in the warehousing in Portland huge arms store hidden 

there by McFall and his supporters.  

• Nick through government contacts, reveals the corruption and the 

military intent of the Restoration Party to the Harding administration  

• Nick: Harding agrees to follow a plan created by Lianne to expose 

McFall and authorises- over the Xmas/New year break - diversionary 

tactics to allow the arms to be removed. 

• Phillips Cay: Nick announces a ‘new era’ for Phillips Cay and begins 

weekly calls to Wallace. 
 

 
 



2046 
• UK Politics: A new Governorate structure through the UK is introduced 

reducing the central power of Westminster and increasing links with 
EUCON.   

• Nick meets with Harvey Seingold at his favourite diner on 42nd Street, 

New York. Harvey agrees to stop funding from GA as part of Lianne’s 

plan. 

• USA Politics: Working Party for the creation of a new constitution for a 

Federated States of America (FSA) is agreed, in 1Q, by All-Party Coalition 
- excluding Restoration Party.  

• Allied Answers: Memory Monitor devices made commercially 

available by Allied Answers for those with exo-cortex plants. 

• Restoration Party holds its Spring Conference which is attended by 

the right-wing Republican Party (Trumplicans). Nick is moved to the end 

of the top table at the Restoration Party Spring Conference. 

• Allied Answers: Lincoln Hub Tool Box created by Muskeg Office 

containing proto-Katharina. 

• Methuen’s Mother dies (1Q). 

• Phillips Cay: Latest re-engineering of Phillips Cay commences in 1Q. 

• Allied Answers: Allied Livings Madalena Yard on Pico, Azores, 

expanded to manufacture Hub infrastructure. 

• Methuen updates his Personal Profile, ostensibly for the SWVRP. 

• Project 2150: Allied Associates reporting to Nick, begin 

simultaneous negotiations to acquire Hub sites around the world. 

• Lianne and Nick: Leave USA and travel on the Clipper to the Tilbury 

docks in 2Q.  

• Nick donates most of McFall’s arms, including a large number of robo-

soldiers, to the UK government. 

• Nick and Lianne take-up residence in the Westminster Engatement; 

Nick begins working for Mi5 in Thames House. 

• Restoration Party: Press expose of illegal funding by GA. 

• Other Pryce children: Jack marries Rebecca in 2Q. 

• World Politics: ‘Hundred Years Since Nagasaki’ anniversary 

celebrations around the world. 

• Restoration Party discover arms stored in Portland have been 

removed in 3Q. 



• Nick and Methuen: Both meet in City restaurant in 4Q for the first 

time since Nick’s arrival in the UK.  

• World Politics: Restoration of Powers Act invoked in EUCON to avoid 

internal collapse. Military leadership appointed. 
 

2047  
• Methuen and Elizabeth have exo-cortex teleplants fitted in 1Q. 

• Allied Answers: Allied Livings move to Pico. 

• Nick receives death threats beginning in 1Q, from Pro-McFall 
supporters 

• Bliss: It is agreed to proceed with Intervention Treatment for Bliss, if 

she is selected. 

• Methuen and Elizabeth, in 2Q, receive beta version of new ALLCOM 

VIII technology (Elizabeth calls it SENSCOM due to its wide range of new 
sensing functions) 

• Restoration Party: McFall now orchestrating attacks on Allied 
Answers property in 3Q onwards, with more death threats against 
Nick. 

• Bliss (3Q) goes to Lady Carolines. 

 

2048 
• USA Politics: Harding Administration announces in 1Q, plans to re-

locate central government to Minneapolis - where the Executive, 
Legislature and Judiciary will reside CENHQ while Lincoln, Nebraska the 
government’s communication and intelligence, CENCOM, will be 
centred. 

• Methuen takes on the role of leading the team writing the Phillips 
Cay Community Plan. 

• Phillips Cay: Nick closes Phillips Cay for any further guests and 

introduces a scheme (ATS) to select those that remain long-term. 

• Nick informs Lianne of the move from the UK via PC back to the USA. 

• Allied Answers: New Hub Tool Box installed on Clipper (Eagles Nest) 

• Allied Answers: All remaining AA Comms, AI and Muskeg staff moved 

to Pico (Azores), along with Lincoln HTB. 

• Bliss: Lady Carolines School approves Bliss receiving Intervention 

Treatment in January 2050. 



• Nick, Lianne, Bliss and Methuen, all make submissions to allow their 

Exemplars in the SWVRP to be converted to Embodiers. 

• Other Pryce children: Martin marries Beth. 

• Nick and Methuen: At City restaurant (4Q), Nick asks Methuen to lead 

the Phillips Cay Project in 2050.  

• Elizabeth (4Q) resists the idea of going to Phillips Cay. 
• USA Politics: Harding re-elected for a second term. 

• Restoration Party, now merged with the Republican Party, win seats 

along the Eastern Seaboard, as the only party opposing the new 
constitution and the proposed move of government to the centre of the 
USA. 

• Allied Livings blocking signals in and out of Phillips (page 27) 
 

2049  
• Allied Answers: AVIII internally released (1Q); two versions, one 

commercial one internal (HUBCOM) 
o AA VIII Commercial 

- principally communicate through the Dirigible Network. 
- will not communicate with public internet providers and 

only very limited satellite systems.  
- has holographic capability, mind map projections, 

enhanced security and a new data projection capability.  
 
o AA VIII Private (HUBCOM) 

- has all the above plus many new sensory devices 
including ‘sniffing function’. 

- tunes exclusively into the new Hub Network. 
- communicates with the HTB. 

 

• Allied Answers: Widespread reports (1Q) from Allied Associates 

testing the AVIII of interference with other AA-Com version. 

• USA Politics: FSA Constitution approved (end 1Q) by all parties 

except the Restoration Party. 
• UK Politics: UK become full members of the EMA (European 

Military Alliance) 

• Phillips Cay: With Methuen still prevaricating, Nick invites Bradley 

Raymonds to lead Phillips Cay in 2Q. He also approaches Erik Taylor 

to join Bradley. 



• Phillips Cay: Allied Clipper arrives in Falmouth preparing to take 

Methuen, Elizabeth, Nick and Lianne to Phillips Cay. 

• Phillips Cay: In early October, Robert Hofstein, Klaus Meindorf and 

Woody Fillinstein all admitted under the ATS. 

• Phillips Cay: Bradley and Belinda Raymonds arrive on 10th 

November on Phillips Cay. 

• Nick: Book 1 (AA-Com File: A Day at the Office), 6th December, 

Westminster En-gatement. AGIM (Katharina) tested out by Nick. 

• Methuen interviewed in morning for In Discussion programme. 

Book 1 (AA-Com File: The Interview) 

• Methuen and Nick take lunch in their usual City restaurant to sign 

the contracts for him to implement the Community Plan on Phillips 
Cay for the next five years.  

• Nick makes commitments regarding the journey to Phillips Cay and 

the role Methuen and Elizabeth will play. Two bombs explode 

above them. Book 1 (AA-Com File: The Centre Cannot Hold)  

• Phillips Cay: RUSSIANS arrive on Phillips on 23rd December. 

 

  



 


